B.A.G.
BLIMES AND GAB

The HipHop duo renaissance, this is the female version of Gangstarr x Salt N’
Peppa. Foundation with true school, lyrical content, and driving beats
with a commercial and female perspective. Hands down, there is not a
better team for this generation.Both Sway and DJ Premier have shown
the greater support for B.A.G. Videos are organically going north of a
million views. They have been booking a lot of shows of their single,
“Come Correct” that has gain attention.
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NASTY BY B.A.G.

BLIMES BRIXTON
From the heart of San Francisco, Blimes Brixton is an MC and vocalist armed
with an unmatched passion for artistry. Her musical background extends two
generations to a blues musician father and jazz musician grandfather which
could justify her keen attention to musicality. Her distinctive voice is globally
appreciated; early on in her career, the lyricist joined the likes of Too Short,
Adam Vida, & France’s Scratch Bandits Crew on various releases and coheadlined a 25 city European tour with LA rapper Gavlyn. Most recently, Blimes'
undeniable talent and unique history as a battle rapper sparked collaborative
efforts from hip-hop icon Method Man on their release of “Hot Damn” Blimes’
latest videos have gained viral attention. “Come Correct” the collaboration with
Seattle’s Gifted Gab has gained 10 million views across platforms & counting.
In 2016, Blimes established her own imprint label, Peach House Records, which
is focused on highlighting talented women in the industry. Now in 2018, Blimes
gears up to release a full-length solo album Castles.

GIFTED GAB
Gabrielle "Gifted Gab" Kadushin was born and raised in Seattle, WA's Central
District. Growing up in the church and singing in the choir, she was
composing melodies and playing instruments at a young age. As well as
music. Freestyle rapping in elementary school turned into Gab professionally
showcasing her skills in major venues and festivals across the US. She's
opened for legends such as DJ Quik, Rakim & Slick Rick as well as write-ups
in major publications like XXL, VH1, Dope & TIME magazine. In 2016, she
curated & headlined her own 8 city tour. Gab’s latest video gained viral
attention. “Come Correct” The collaboration with San Francisco’s Blimes
Brixton has gained 10 million views across platforms & counting.

